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ELECTROMAkGNETIC WAVES IN IRIS-LOADED AVEGUIDES
by
J. . Slater
Wave propagation in a cylindrical wavegaide loaded by equally spaced irises with
circular holes is discussed in two steps, for the case of infinitely thin irises.
(1) An equivalent circuit consisting of equally spaced capacities shunting a con-
tinuous transmission line is shown to have the correct behavior of modes, and de-
pends on one disposable constant, the capacity, which can be evaluated if the wave-
length of the -.mode is known. (2) An approximate solution of Maxwell's equations
is constructed for the m-mode, by matching solutions valid in different parts of
the region. This process leads to an infinite series for the solution, in which
the first coefficient is determined by numerical methods, the rest by an asymptotic
formula. The result is a calculation of phase velocity as a function of dimensions,
presented in forms of table and graph, which is quite accurate over the whole range
of variables, aad also a method of numerically calculating the field. In a final
section, a perturbation method is applied to finding the correction for finite iris
thickness.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES IN IRIS-LOAD3D WAVEGUIDES
In a report entitled The Design of Linear Accelerators, the writer has consid-
ered the general properties of waveguides loaded with periodically spaced irises. In par-
ticular, a cylindrical guide, loaded with disks with circular holes, such as is being used
in the M. I. T. linear accelerator, was taken up in some detail. It is the purpose of the
present paper to go into detailed calculations of the electromagnetic field in such a
guide. Somewhat similar discussions have been given by several other writers; but the
present methods are somewhat different from any of those presented by others, and seem to
the writer to have some advantages. The discussion will be divided into two parts. First
we give a simple equivalent circuit which gives quite an accurate picture of the relation
between frequency and guide wave length, the pass bands, and so on, in terms of a single
disposable constant. Secondly, we give a detailed solution of Maxwell's equations in the
guide for the n-mode, that in which the successive irises differ in phase by t, for arbi-
trary values of all the parameters of the problem. From this solution we can determine
the disposable constant of the other solution, and hence can get frequencies of all the
modes. All of this discussion is for infinitely thin irises; in a final section we give
some treatment of the effect of finite thickness of irises. We shall assume throughout
that the reader is familar with Reference 1, particularly Section 1.
1. An Eauivalent Circuit for the Loaded Guide. An iris of arbitrary shape in a wave-
guide can be represented as a shunt reactance,3 provided we are far enough away from the
iris so that we can neglect the attenuated modes in the guide. Thus the loaded guide can
be represented as a continuous transmission line, representing the cylindrical cavity,
shunted by equally spaced shunt reactances, representing the irises. This description is
accurate if the spacing between irises is great enough. For small spacing, though it is
not quantitatively accurate, it is still qualitatively correct. Furthermore, the type of
iris we are considering, in the frequency range of importance, has a reactance whose fre-
quency dependence is like that of a lumped capacity. Thus in particular our model is a
continuous transmission line shunted by capacities. Such a periodic structure shows prop-
erties common to all such problems, discussed to some extent in Ref. 1, Sec. 1, and more
extensively in L. Brillouin, "Wave Propagation in Periodic Structures', McGraw-Hill Book
Co., Inc.,1946. quivalent circuits similar to that of the present section are taken up
by Brillouin in Secs. 59 and 60 of his book. However, since his method of treatment is
somewhat involved, we give an elementary derivation here. The value of such an equivalent
circuit was pointed out in the Research Laboratory of Electronics by Mr. S. J. Mason and
Dr. W. H. Bostick, and the derivation we shall give leads to the same results as a deri-
vation by Mr. Mason.
We start by considering a single section of the line, as shown in Fig. 1. This
consists of a length L of line, and a single condenser of capacity C. Let in, Vn, In+1
Vn+1 be the current and voltage at the respective terminals of this four-terminal networks
V !I n+in V n n+ i
Figure 1. Equivalent circuit for capacity-loaded line.
It is also useful to introduce i t, the current in the line immediately to the right of
the condenser. Since the line has distributed inductance and capacity, int and n are
not the same as +, n+le The relations between them may be written, by well-known
methods,
an jT o ct (L/kl) - v+ 1 Jo cs (2/h1 l )
in+l - n jY a8o (L/k1) - V .1 Je cot (L/h1).
Here hI is the guide wave length of the wave in the unloaded transmission line. To make
connections with a waveguide, this must be given by the relation
o1_2+ r12
o 1 0
where nO is the wave length in free space, Xc is the cutoff wave length, given for the
lowest W4-mode of a circular guide by the equation 2nR/\c = 2.405, where R is the radius
of the guide, 2.405 the first value of w for which Jo(w) O. To is the characteristic
admittance of the line, which for a TM-mode may be written as
We now note that in plus the current in the capacity equals intI that is,
i n i= - VJa. Thus
i n = Vn(j o cot (2-L/kl) - o) - 1 JYT asC (2nL/Al )
in+l = n jYo csc (2,L/h) - 'r+l JYo cot (2rrL/ 1).
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We replace n by n-l in the second equation above, and combine with the first equation to
eliminate in, obtaining
(Vn-1 + Vn+) Yo csc (2nL/1) - vn (2JYo cot (2nTL/ l) - jOw).
We may solve this equation by the assumption ¥ = e2 nl/hg , where hg will be the guide
wave length in the loaded line, and is to be determined. Substituting, and rearranging
terms, using the relation between o Al, and X, we have
Cos nx (2T1L) 2 X i - L 2 - 2) (1)
2X ao X he2 2-
In Zq. (1) we have a relation between the free-space wave length hX and the
guide wave length kg It is this relation that was used to plot Figs. (2), (4), and (6)
of Ref. 1 It shows all the correct qualitative features of propagation in a loaded line,
and in addition, tests made in the laboratory show that it is quite accurate quantitatively
in the range of variables concerned with the M. I. T. accelerator. In addition to the cut-
off wave length Xc, q. (1) has ust one arbitrary constant, 0. This may be determined in
terms of k, the wave length of the -mode. We note in the first place that the wavelength
of the O-mode (that for which 2nL/g = O) is C, the cutoff wave length. To find the re-
lation for the n-mode, we set 2L/g = T, and solve (1) for 0. We find
0 2
X s 2 2
If we know the wave length of the w-mode, either by experiment or by the type of theory to
be discussed in the next section, and know ac, either from measurement of R or from obser-
vation of the O-mode, we can then determine 0 from (2), and use it in (1) to get a uniquely
determined equation.
2. Accurate Sution for the n-Mode of the Loae, Guide. We assume a perfectly conduct-
ing circular cylinder of radius R, extending indefinitely along the z axis. At z - 0, L,
2L, - - - we have thin perfectly conducting irises, with holes of radius a in each. We
wish to solve Maxwellts equations within this loaded guide. Maxwell's equations in cylin-
drical coordinates, for a TM-mode in which there is no dependence on 0, lead to
(rH)) + A5 + ,= k a -
r r Tr' Z2 Ir ho
rZ = J 1 dl t(ri); r3X = lb .,.(rHQ). (3)
k t k r
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From the second and third of qs (3) we see that r and 3Z can be determined from rH G
In fact, we see that the direction of is at right angles to the gradient of rH, so that
the lines rHQ = constant in the r-z plane are also the lines of electric force. The bound- ·
ary condition at a perfectly conducting surface is the' vanishing of the tangential compo-
ent of , or of the normal derivative of rH , so that the lines of constant r- meet con-
ducting surfaces normally. In a two-dimensional r-z plane, electric lines of force com-
puted with equal intervals between rH0 will measure the value of r by their closeness of
spacing; for the condition for determining field strength by spacing of lines of force is
that the divergence of the field vanish, and the two-dimensional divergence of r vanishes
by (3), which gives /br(rEr) + /z(rEz) = 0. Thus we seethat almost all our essen-
tial information about the field can be found from a computation of r .
Equations (3) have a familiar solution
80 *iJ(t ) jwk *2r)
Here the upper sign refers to a wave propagated to the right, the lower sign to a wave
propagated to the left, along the z axis, and if only one such solution is used, ~ equals
2W/Ag, where kg is the guide wavelength. Solution (4) forms the whole solution of theg g
problem for the unloaded cylindrical guide; there the boundary condition is that 3 must
be zero when r = R, leading, for the lowest mode, to k2 -J2 R = 2.405, equivalent to
the condition wr R, leding, for the lowest me, t 2405ated equivarlier.
In Ref. 1, Section 1, it was shown that for a periodically loaded guide, we can set
up the solution by superposing functions of the nature of (4), with an infinite set of
8is, equal to + 2/L, where 0 is a constant, each function having its appropriate
coefficient. For te 1T-mode, 80 in particular is given by /L, so that can take on the
values (2n+l)Tr/L, or q/L, where n is a positive or negative integer, and q is an odd
integer. Now the -mode is of necessity a standing wave, so that there must be equal co-
efficients for equal positive and negative values of q. This means that the exponentials
e ;J q~ / combine to form either sines or cosines. We readily find that the combination
we wish for the mode we are considering is of the form
-4-
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=j ej t Z Aq sin qr_ 1 (qn/L)2 r)
-r " je " A cos QITS 'o qn J 2 v (Jl(q- /) r)
3 * wt - (q,/L) r) )
2
-Jo ACZ sin, k
q q ' ¢
where the Aqts are arbitrary constants, and q takes on all positive odd integral values. The
other solution, in which we interchange sines and cosines in (5), is also a legitimate solu-
tion, but not the one we want; in Fig. (4) of Ref. 1, it represents the v-mode of the second,
rather than the first, pass band, and for it we have only one term of (5), just as if the
irises were absent, for the corresponding solution automatically satisfies the boundary con-
ditions on the surfaces of the irises.
Our problem is to determine the coefficients A in (5), so that it will represent
a field which not only satisfies Maxwell's equations (which it certainly will do in any case),
but also will satisfy the correct boundary conditions. We may now conclude something about
the nature of the series. The correct function, as we shall see later, has a singularity at
the edge of the iris; that is, for r = a, and z = 0, L, etc. Thus, regarding (5) as series
in r, we may expect that these series will diverge, and fail to represent the correct func-
tion for r greater than a, ust as a power series representing a function of a complex vari-
able diverges outside its circle of convergence. We must therefore use another series rep-
resentation for r greater than a, analogous to the method of analytic continuation in function
theory. This series must likewise be made up out of the functions (4), but now the condition
on is different. We wish to satisfy the boundary condition of being normal to the surface,
at z = 0, z = L, and r = R, but we do not cre about the eriodic behavior from one section of
the guide to the next, for we can use one function for z between 0 and L, the negative of this
solution for z between L and 2L (the negative because we are dealing with the -mode), and so
on, without requiring any continuity from one section to the next, since for r > a the dif-
ferent sections are separated from each other by metallic barriers, the irises. To satisfy
the boundary conditions at r = R, we use, not the Bessel function Jo and J1, as in (4), which
was chosen to remain finite when r 0, but instead a combination of the Bessel 'function and
a Nleumann or Hankel function, which we may call Z and Z1, so determined that the correspond-
ing Z willrduce to zero when r = R. To satisfy the boundary conditions at z = 0 and z = L,
we must interchange sines and cosines in (5). Thus we find
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t- -Z co . Z( Z1(= '(mn/L') r)0 e m L coo
8? m -L 1 - ((m)/L)
fctio . tfyi theondtion Zo/k - r/L 2 R o 0 ndz 1 8 a corresponi2Er = eL, 3 M sin MM mlrn /Ltr
m L e okl k 
2 2
jst B O5 . Ic k(m 2/L) r). (6)
L k
where Z0 is a solution of Bessells equation of order zero, made up of Bessel and Neumann
functions, satisfying the condition Z ( Ic - (mR/L) 3) - 0, and Z is a corresponding
solution of Besselts equation of order unity, related to Z by the equation dZo(w)/dw =
- Z1(w). Clearly, so long as m is an integer, (6) satisfies the boundary conditions on the
irises as well as on the cylindrical surface, On the other hand, the n-mode has a type of
symmetry about the plane z = L/2, as a result of which only the terms for which m is an
even integer have coefficients Bm different from zero.
We now have two expansions, (5) and (6), for the field. The expansion (5) should
hold for r(a, and (6) for r> a. To determine the coefficients, we must equate the two ex-
pansions along the cylindrical surface r = a. For r = a, the two solutions are expressed
in quite different forms as far as z is concerned. We shall, however, express the sines and
cosines which appear in (5) in terms of the sines and cosines of (6), and this will allow us
to find the necessary relations. By straightforward Fourier analysis, we have
L qr m q2 m2 L
coos sin =,
L .r m 2 L
m - q
where q is an odd integer, m an even integer, the prime over the summation indicates that it
is not to include the term m = O, which is handled separately, and where the expansions hold
for z between 0 and L. We substitute these expressions in (5), converting these formulas
into summations over m. Thus in both (6) and the revised form of (5) we have the field ex-
pressed as a Fourier series in the sines and cosines of mnz/L. Setting r = a, we are then




Jo l ( /k - (q/L) a) Bo Zl(ka)
from H : Zq _ a = 0 kq qr k
~ ~ ~ ~ ) A 2 (r 2aB Z) d' (" ./L)  )
q_ / k 2 (q/L)2 k( /) 2
0from S: Z TAq J(otIc (q//L) a) - Bo ZO(la)
q
2 T 2 q o ( )a) = z ( 2 ( 2) )
q T q2 2-
where m = 2, 4, 6 . . .
The equations resulting from r are identical with those coming from H.
We may now eliminate the B% s from (7), and derive an infinite set of simultaneous
equations for the coefficients A q* These equations may be written
E Aq ok 2 ( - L) a) q
q q 2 2q -m
J1 ( /Lk2 _ (q-/L) a)
. = 0
J k(q/L) Jo V k_ (q0/L) a)
These equations are to be solved simultaneously for the Aq*s, the integer m taking on all
even values including zero (which can be combined in the general equation (8). Since they
form an infinite set of simultaneous homogeneous equations for the unknowns Aq, these equa-
tions have no solution unless the determinant of their coefficients vanishes. Setting the
determinant equal to zero thus furnishes a secular equation for the problem, which can be
satisfied only for certain definite values of k, or for certain definite frequencies. The
desired -mode is the lowest of these frequencies. When we have determined the frequency,
we can use (8) to find the coefficients A , and can then express the field by means of (5)
for r less than a, and by means of (6) for r greater than a, using (7) to determine the Bl
in terms of the As. This outline of procedure is in principle correct; but in practice,
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on account of the infinite range of q, it cannot be carried out, and we must look for ap-
proximate ways of solving the problem,
The idea behind our approximation is simple. We shall try to find asymptotic
values of the A ts for large values of q, and asymptotic forms of the equations of the setq
(8) for large values of m, so that the relations, for large q and m, will be automatically
fulfilled. Then we shall set up equations specifically only for small q and small m, lead-
ing to a finite number of unknowns, which we can solve numerically. We shall in fact use
asymptotic values of all the A Is for q greater than 1, and asymptotic forms of Eq. (8)
for m = 4, 6, . . , solving only the two simultaneous equations connected with m = 0, 2,
for the coefficient A1. We shall then check our method by showing that, even though we have
not specifically solved the equations for m = 4 and greater, nevertheless our assumptions
regarding the A's in fact lead to very accurate agreement with these equations.
First we consider the asymptotic behavior of the A qs. We derive this by consid-
ering the expression (5) for E , for r = a. According to (5), is proportional to
q A Jo(Jk2 - (qn/L)2 a) sin "9 for r = a. That is, the quantities Aq J( (qn/L) a),
which we may abbreviate by aq, and which appear in (8), are proportional to the Fourier co-
efficients of the expansion of Ez along the line r = a, in sine series. Now along this line,
I will have a singularity as z approaches z = 0 or z = L. We can see this, since as we ap-
proach very close to the edge of the iris, the actual field will approach the electrostatic
field, and as we approach the edge of a conducting plate held at a potential different from
ground, there is a well-known solution, proved by conjugate function methods, which says that
Ez goes infinite as 1/,F, where z is the distance from the edge. (See,for instance, J.H. Jeans,
'Electricity and Magnetism Cambridge University Press, for some discussion of this problem).
Thus in our case Ez must go infinite as 1/J? when z approaches zero, and as l/Ji7 when z ap-
proaches L. Furthermore, by the symmetry of the w-mode, must be symmetrical about the
point z = L/2. A very simple function which shows this behavior is 1//z(L-z). In a moment
we shall find the Fourier coefficients for the expansion of this function in sine series.
(This function for Ez, and its Fourier coefficients, are used in the TRE report listed in
Ref. 2; our handling of the rest of the problem, however, is different from that used by TRE,
and should be more accurate). We cannot assume that the function given above is an accurate
representation of the real value of E . However, its singularities must be like the real
singularities, and these singularities will be produced primarily by the terms of high q
value in the Fourier series. Thus we may assume that the A s for high qs asymptoticallyq
approach the values found from expanding our function. We shall make this assumption, but
shall keep A1 as a disposable constant.
We wish, then, to find the coefficients a in the expansion
q
1 = Eaq sin qwz
(L- z) q L
To find these coefficients, in the usual way, we multiply by sin qz/L, integrate from z = 0
to z = L, and find
-8-
L
a 2= sin anz/Ld.
q LO-O
T. oz(L- Z)
To evaluate this integral, we introduce the change of variables w = z - 1. We then haveL
1
aq = 4 cos w dw,
where the + sign is to be used for q = 1, 5, 9, . . , and the - sign for q = 3, 7, 11, . .
We may now use the formula, which can be found in Jahnke-Emde, Tables of Functions,
1f Co s aw dw rJo(a)
o w2 2
Thus we have
aI = + 2 j(qT/2).
-- L
We are interested in this only for q equal to or greater then 3 (since we do not propose to
use our expansion for x = 1). For large values of z, J (z) approaches f cos (z- )-
Using this approximation, we have finally
a =2
q L -q
a formula accurate for large qs, and good enough to use for q = 3, though not for q = 1.
Since we do not care about the absolute value of the a Is, on account of the homogeneous
nature of Bqs. (8), we shall then assume a 1/ F for q = 3, 5, . . , and a1 is to be
separately determined. This gives us the set of coefficients we desire.
Next we must consider the asymptotic nature of Eas. (8). The key to this question
is provided if we consider the behavior of the functions Z1, J etc., for large values of
the integers and m. e note that when q and m are large the quantities Jk 2 - (ql/L) or
7k - (mnr/L) 2 becomes imaginary, and if and m are large enough compared to kL/T, they
approach jqr/L and Jm/L respectively. fie are thus led to examine the solutions of Bessel's
equation for a large imaginary argument. For a large imaginary argument, a solution of
Bessel's equation with the argument Jw approaches e-+W/. For large positive w's, the pos-
itive exuonontial is the leading term. We thus may write
-9-
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Jo (k2 - (qr/L)2 a)
J1 (2 - (qi/L)2 a)
- const. aqla/Lqqra/ L
= - d im J ( - (q )'L) a)
d(j k - (qn/L) a)
= j lim J J (q/L) a),
where in the last formula we have neglected a term in /a. Thus we have
lim J l(J2 - (qn/L) 2 a)
qco -(qri/L)'(j1 - (q7/L)2 a)
= L.
QTT




- (ml/L) a) U const. sinh mTr(R - a)/L
[mnii?
,v const,. mr(R - a)/L
2F/L




-- J lim Zo( - (m/L)2 a)
mi
so tat
lim Z1( k2 (mn/L) 2 a)
k_(=rn/L) Z (k2 (r/L) a)
= _ L
To indicate the accuracy of these limiting values, we quote results from a practical
in which k = /L (the phase velocity equals the velocity of light), and ka = 1.822.










the approximation 0.333 L/v. The approximation rapidly gets better as q increases. Simi-
larly for the same case, with kR 3.00, the left side of (10) for m = 4 is - 0.276 L/T, com-
pared to - 0.250 L/n for the right side. We shall use the approximate values given by (9)
for q 3, and by (10) for m > 4. or q = 1, and m = 0 and 2, the approximations are too
poor to use, and we use the exact values.
We now use the approximations (9) and (10) in Eq. (8), and in addition use our
assumption Aq Jo(k 2 - (q/L)2 a) = aq = 1/j, for q = 3,5,. .. In making this substi-
tution, we encounter summations, which we symbolize as follows:
E (m) = E 2 2
q3,5, q -m
q=3,5, . q - m )
For small values of m, it is not hard to compute these sums inumerically; for larger values,
we can approximately replace the summation over q by an integration, which can be performed,






4 .456 -. 0048
6 .346 -.0131
8 .293 -.0120
l 2iA +  + 12 M__~ 00 rM_ M - !nO3'.~ M
With these values, and our assumptions, (8) then becomes
m 0: a Z(ka)
kZl (ka) J kI - (f /L) a)|k2(/: ,1tlt-n/) a + .6888 kZ( .1043 - 0.(11)
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.8 Z,/k 22 - (2./L) 2 a)
+3 k2 . (21/L) 2 Zo/k - (,/L) 2 a)
.873. z1 ( 1c - (anL)2 a)
jk2'_ (2n/L)2 Z(jk - (2n/L)' a)
m 4: 
1 m2 MI"
J1 O(k - (/L) 2 a)
I - (Tr/L) J(k - (/L) 2 a) -
.1586 o. (12)
Ic (L a) V k -(m), = o.
I _I E()Lk2 - (n/L)2 Jo(y 2 (./L)2 )sJ 1(m) ~
(13)
We note that (13) is automatically satisfied for large m. For then, using the
limiting values from Table 1, the leading terms become those in m- 3/2 from the terms invol-
ving the two summations, which are seen to cancel. We may then with a certain plausibility
satisfy (11) and (12) exactly, by proper choice of al, and of the frequency, which is pronor-
tional to k, ad hope that (13) will be satisfied with sufficient accuracy. This procedure
proves in fact to be remarkably satisfactory, as we shall show from an example. If we pro-
ceed as we have just indicated, we then eliminate al from (11) and (12), to obtain a con-
dition on the frequency. This can conveniently be handled in practice by solving each equa-
tion for al, and computing this quantity as a function of ka, keeping kR and kL fixed. In






Figure 2. Calculation of a1.
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chosen for the M. I. T. accelerator). The two curves intersect for ka = 1.822, a = 1.41,
thus giving the iris diameter in this particular case. To investigate the accuracy of our
assumption regarding the a's, we may use these values of the constants, and compute the
value of a from Eqs. (13), for m - 4,6, . . , to see whether these equations are consis-
tent with the two, (11) and (12), which we have satisfied exactly. When we substitute from






These values are in extraordinarily good agreement with the value 1.41 resulting from the
first two equations. In other words, our assumed values for the a's are really very ac-
curate, and come very close to satisfying Eo. (8), our fundamental relation.
From the accuracy with which our q. (8) is satisfied, we may expect that our
procedure will result in very accurate values for the relation between kR, ka, and kL. By
simultaneously solving (11) and (12), as in the special case described above, we have cal-
culated kL as a function of ka, for various values of kR, and these values are plotted in
Fig. 3, which thus contains the main numerical results of the present theory. In Fig. 3,
instead of plotting kL, we plot kL/T, which equals the ratio of the phase velocity of the
wave in the guide, to the velocity of light. The abscissa, being ka, measures the size
of the hole in the iris; the arameter hell constant is kR, proportional to the diameter
of the guide. Thus Fig. 3 is a plot, in suitable scale, of phase velocity as a function
of the size of the hole in the iris. This is the convenient functional relation of com-
parison with experiment, or for practical se, and a careful inspection of Fig. 3 will show
many relations to the general conclusions of Ref. 1, Sec. 1. In Table 3 we give the numer-
ical values from which Fig. 3 was constructed, and at the same time give the corresponding
values of a1 for each point. The writer wishes to acknowledge the valuable work of Miss
Patricia J. Boland, who carried out the calculations of these points.
In solving for the frequencies, we have at the same time found the also and this,
together with our assumption regarding the other a's, gives us values for the coefficients
Aq in the expansion (5) of the field for r <a. We may then use Eqs. (7) to find the Bs,
the coefficients in the expansion (6) of the field for r>a. Thus in principle we have de-
termined the field, and in particular HR, from which we have already seen that we can de-
termine most useful properties of the field. In practice, this gives the field only as an
infinite series; but it is more convenient than one would at first think to makse actual cal-
culations. The series (5) converges rapidly for r considerably less than a, and for r
nearly a, near the irises, we know the asymptotic form of the field, from our electrostatic
analogy, and can conveniently fit the series onto this asymptotic function which correctly
describes the singularity of the field. The relations (7) between the Ats and Bs can be

















































kR 26 kR 2.8 _R 30
ka kL/r a i ka k/irR al ira kL/, a
0.560 0 0.856 0 11125 0
0.816 .4 1.50 1.126 ,4 1.38 1.388 .4 1.305
0.9245 *6 1.63 1,2565 .6 1.45 1.529 .6 1.360
1,0175 .8 1,75 1. 380 .8 1,52 1.677 l8 1.385
1,061 .9 1,80 1.440 .9 1.55 1.753 .9 1,405
1.106 1.0 1*84 1.50 1.0 1.58 1.822 1.0 1.410
1,365 1,6 2.18 1.907 1.6 1.71 2.065 1.6 1.595
2,6 2,6318 2,8 1.9528 3*0 1.6729
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kR 3.2 kR = 3.4 
_d s 3.6
ia kl/r ark kL/r al ra UTr a,
1.3525 0 1.5825 0 1.8075 0
1.637 .4 1.280 1.8695 .4 1.26 2,089 .4 1.24
1.7825 *6 1.30 2,0205 .6 1,26 2,2475 .6 1.23
1.9385 .8 1.30 2.1885 .8 1.24 2,4230 .8 1.19
2.021 .9 1,29 2.279 .9 1,22 2.523 .9 1,16
2,113 1,0 1.30 2, 380 1.0 1,20 2.6385 1.0 1.125
2,691 1.4 1.37 2.6475 1.2 1,16 2,954 1,2 1.015
3.2 1, 5159 3.4 1.4147 3.6 1.3439
kR= 3.8 kR = 4.0
ka Lf/Tr kAa kL1/ a1
2.0260 0 2.2425 0
2.309 .4 1.23 2.525 .4 1.22
2.4685 .6 1.21 2.6895 .6 1.19
2.653 .8 1.15 2.8775 .8 1.125
2.762 .9 1.115 2.990 .9 1.075
2.885 1.0 1.06 3.128 1.0 1.010
3.2685 1.2 .895 3.3035 1.1 .915
3.8 1.2916 4.0 1.2515
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we find that the series (6) for r > a converges rapidly, so long as r is considerably
larger than a It is not hard, then to find satisfactory values of field. For calcu-
lating various quantities of interest i Ref. 1, in particular the quantities Qo and a,
we may use the values of field so found numerically. For Q , we must know the stored en-
ergy, or integral of 2 over the volume, and the integral of 02over the surface. This
can be found by computing H$ at discrete points of the cavity, and substituting a summation
over these points for an integration. For a, we must know the strength of field along the
axis, in its relation to the stored energy. We get the stored energy as above; the field
strength along the axis comes at once from the coefficient al of the first term in the
Fourier expansion. Since these numerical calculations are straightforward, we shall not
describe them further.
Measurements of resonant frequency of iris cavities, with thin but not infinitely
thin irises, have been made in this laboratory for various values of the parameters, Meas-
urements have been made for various iris thicknesses, and extrapolated to zero thickness.
The evidence indicates that the experimental values so obtained agree within a small frac-
tion of a percent with the values predicted by the calculations of Fig. 3 or Table 3. The
measurements have been made by Mr. P. Demos, and the writer is much indebted to him for
his careful experimental work.
3, The Effect of Flnite Iris Thicknes. In the M. I. T. accelerator, the irises, though of
finite thickness, are thin in comparison to their spacing L, and we can treat the. effect of
the finite thickness as a perturbation on the solution we have already found, for zero
thickness, From general electromagnetic theory it can be shown5 that if the wall of a cav-
ity is pushed in by a small amount, the original angular frequency w will be changed to a
perturbed frequency w t, given by
2 n 2 (1 + f(0 2 2) dv),
where the integration is over the small volume removed from the cavity when the wall is
pushed in, and where 3o0 H are real functions of position independent of time, proportional
to the X and H in the mode in question, but normalized so that the integral of E 2 or H 2
over the cavity is unity. Let us apply this theorem first to the change of frequency of the
0-mode, when an iris with a hole of radius a is increased in thickness from zero (in which
case the frequency is the cut-off frequency) to a thickness d Let us make a cavity as
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Figure 4. avity to illustrate effect of iris thickness on 0-mode.
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Such a cavity will be equivalent to a section of the complete tube, for the 0-mode, even
for irises of finite thickness. We then find that
k Jl(kr)
0f °;(2.405) J1 (2.405)
k Jo(kr)
02 .)JL (2.405) J(2.405)
Thu the integral f(H02 - O ) dv is
f :(1I 2 _ 1 2) - k2 a 2n_ fC r(J12 (kr) -Jo2kr)) dr
n(2.405)2 J1 2(2.405) L
2ka J0 (a) Ji(ka)
in which we have used familiar theorems regarding the integrals of squares of Bessel func-
tions. We note that when a = 0 the result reduces to zero, as it must, for we know that a
surface with no aperture, perpendicular to z, can be pushed into the cavity without affect-
ing the frequency; the increase of frequency caused by compressing the magnetic field,
which is strong for large r values, is compensated by the decrease caused by compressing
the electric field, which is strong for small r. Also for a = R, or no iris at all, our
formula indicates no change of frequency, on account of the function Jo(ka), as of course
it must. In between, however, there is a positive value for the integral, indicating an
increase of frequency. For thin irises, this formula has been checked, and is satisfactorily
accurate. We have only investigated rather thin irises, but an easy interpolation would give
approximate values for any value of d/L, for we have the initial slope of the curve of W
vs. d/L from the results of the present paragraph, and the case of d/L = 1 is the case of
cutoff of a guide of radius a. An interpolation between these values proves not to be
difficult.
For the effect of iris thickness on the frequency of the n-mode, we may use the
same theorem we have Just been discussing, but of course we must use the field distribution
in tie t-mode, as found in Sec. 2, Since we know this field only numerically, the integra-
tions required must be carried out numerically, much as the integrations described in Sec. 2
which are needed for finding Qo and o. This numerical integration has been carried out in
some cases, and the results again prove to be in very satisfactory agreement with experiment.
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